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Business to Business Buying Dynamics . . . Commercial (Industrial) Sales  

The first element of wholesale sales dynamics deals with the alignment of buyer (end customer) and 

seller profiles. We did some preliminary wholesale customer profiling in the targeted segment 

section of this plan and identified our primary wholesale buying segments. In this section, we will 

focus down from this broad customer segment profile and provide a brief overview of the types of 

active buyers we will encounter in the wholesale segment. 

 

New System Buyers (Customers)  

Within the targeted demographic segment we defined in the segmentation section of this plan 

there are two basic types of buyers, depending on their phase of the potential revenue life cycle. 

Unlike the retail business where we only deal with one of the two types of buyers, in the 

wholesale business we interact with both types of buyers at different phases of the life cycle.  

 

Consultive Seller Profile (Company, distributors and brokers)  

The alignment process also requires the profiling of the two basic types of business-to-business 

sellers that must interact with the buyer’s. This profiling and alignment is important to the buying 

and selling process throughout the distribution channel and can significantly improve results, 

while the misalignment of buyers and sellers can quickly become a business deterrent. In the 

wholesale and commercial business segment we must align “consultive” sellers with “new 

business buyers” to make initial sales and establish first time relationships. We will also have to 

deploy “relationship” selling strategies with “established customers” to promote life cycle sales.  
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Business to Business Sales . . . New and Base Buyer Lifecycle Revenue Potential  

The driving force behind the wholesale sales process is the life cycle revenue potential (chain) of the 

wholesale customer. Outlined here, this cycle identifies the two different types of buying and selling 

process that drive this life cycle and identifies the type of buyers and sellers that interact within 

these processes. While we define this life cycle and these buying and selling processes in this plan as 

a foundation for our sales success model philosophy, these approaches are detailed in our sales 

training programs.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Targeted Consumer 

Suspect - Awareness Phase 
Prospect - Discovery Phase 

Active Buyer 
Acquisition Phase 

Expectant Customer 
Deployment Phase 

Established Client 
Performance Phase 

New Buyer 

Consultative Seller 
Commercial Sales 

Established Buyer 

Relationship Seller 

After Market Sales 

Integrated Marketing 

Buyer Profiling 

Drive Motivation 
Influence Behavior 

Active Buying Process 

The New Sale Process 

Add-on Buying Process 
Transition Selling Process 

After Market Buying Process 
Base Selling Process 
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Buyer Profiles 

Once you have a clear definition of selling you must know what type of buyer you will be dealing 

with in your type of selling. Shown below are the four different types of buyers in today’s 

marketplace. You and your customer's become one of these types of buyers, depending on what it is 

that you are buying. One of the most fundamental elements of a successful seller is to match the 

type of selling to the proper type of buyer. For example if you are a good consultative seller you may 

not be good at selling in a retail environment to a commodity buyer.  

 

New System Buyers – Consultative Sellers 

Listed here are some of the primary characteristics of the new system buyer. New system buyers 

are generally business to business type buyers looking to purchase new capitol equipment and 

other major purchases from a potentially new source (supplier). To the right are the key 

characteristics of the “consultative seller” which is the best fit for the “new system buyer”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seller Profiles 

Once you have a clear definition of selling it is important to understand the basic types of buyers and 

sellers and how they align with each other. Profiled in this section are the four types of sellers and 

with the type of buyer that matches the selling styles. You and your customer's become one of these 

types of buyers, depending on what it is that you are buying. One of the most fundamental elements 

of a successful seller is to match the type of selling to the proper type of buyer. For example if you 

are a good consultative seller you may not be good at selling in a retail environment to a commodity 

buyer.  

 

Consultative Seller Profile 

Listed here are some of the primary characteristics of the consultative seller and their 

corresponding type of buyer. “New system buyers” are generally business to business type buyers 

looking to purchase new capitol equipment and other major purchases from a potentially new 

source (supplier). Illustrated here are some of the primary traits of the “consultative” seller. 

 
 

 

New System Buyer Profile 

High-touch and high-tech 

Individualized systems/services  

An essential decision 

Need/practical decision 

Total costs and applications 

Purchase/delivery support 

Complex systems/intelligent services 

Low experience and expertise 

Seller finds/approaches customer 

 

Consultative Seller Profile 

New system/services buyers 

Inter-personal/trust-bond selling 

Technical/design/recommendation 

Purchase/delivery support 

System knowledge/usage competence 

Buyer and applications knowledge 

Problem solving/system solutions 

Consistency and determination 

Seller finds/approaches buyer 

Full process selling (all steps) 


